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Security through device authentication 
As users adopt BYOD and mobile working, organisations must adapt and provide secure ways  
for users to access data. 

Accessing secure cloud in the current BYOD and mobile 
working environment has led to many organisations having 
to review security and access rights for different employees. 
One of the continuing challenges of the security manager 
is in highlighting malicious traffic originating from inside the 
network. Fluidata by SCC are continuously looking to innovate 
and find new solutions for remote working that maintain 
the highest security standards. This year Fluidata by SCC 
have released a new SIM Card which can support static IP 
addresses and become part of a complex MPLS network. 

Existing mobile network operators use an Access Point Name 
(APN) as the name of a gateway between a GPRS, 3G or 4G 
mobile network and another computer network, frequently 
the public Internet. A mobile device making a data connection 
must be configured with an APN to present to the carrier. The 
carrier will then examine this identifier to determine what type 
of network connection should be created, for example: which 
IP addresses should be assigned to the wireless device, which 
security methods should be used, and how or if it should be 
connected to some private customer network.

Our solution delivers a private layer-2 service directly to  
each SIM card meaning a Private or Public IP address can  
be assigned as part of a dedicated network. This means 
access, usage and authentication are possible using the  
SIM card. This coupled with Layer-7 authentication  
processes ensure a secondary level of authentication  
which can be revoked remotely.

For example a user may download an App to connect to a 
private data service. This App could be limited by access to 
one of the secure Fluidata by SCC SIM cards, so only a device 
with one of these SIM cards along with the authentication 
across the App can get access to the sensitive data.
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Example Pricing 
•	Activation Costs: 

£8.50 per SIM

•	Monthly Cost:

Month SIM Rental £5.85 - £8.50* per Sim

Data Usage £0.025 - £0.045* per MB across all Sims* 

Scenario Cost for 1000 Sims using  
100GB per month
•	Activation: £8500

•	Monthly: £8350 (£5850 SIMs + £2500 Data)

•	 £8.35 per Sim per Month

•	 *Prices vary depending on volume between the  
upper and lower limit detailed above. 


